Bloomsbury Street Kitchen, a unique new neighbourhood restaurant
and bar to launch in August 2019
Set to open in August 2019, Bloomsbury Street Kitchen will bring a modern day-to-night
neighbourhood restaurant and bar to the heart of London’s buzzing West End.
Embracing the relaxed art of shared dining, the restaurant will showcase an exquisite
selection of contemporary Mediterranean and Japanese small plates, complemented by a
diverse variety of wines, sake and signature cocktails. Healthy options such as ‘Sea Bream
with Amalfi Lemon and Sweet Apple’ and ‘Yellowtail Sashimi with Spicy Yuzu Soy’ will sit
alongside more indulgent dishes from the land and sea, including ‘Charcoal-Grilled
Mediterranean Herbed Lamb Cutlets with Hummus’ and ‘Crispy Soft Shell Crab Harumaki Rolls
with Spicy Ponzu’.
With its design taking equal inspiration from Mediterranean gardens and the minimalist
Japanese aesthetic, Bloomsbury Street Kitchen will spotlight plantings to create dynamic and
atmospheric interiors. Italian glazed porcelain tiles will feature alongside white-washed
exposed brickwork, while the more formal dining areas will be separated from the internal
gardens through the use of bespoke white metal and glass screens.
The restaurant will hold 74 covers, split between 60 in the main dining area, 8 on a semiprivate dining table and 6 at the chef’s counter, which will offer diners the opportunity to
experience the kitchen team working at a raw bar with the highest quality ingredients to
present standout sashimi and tartare dishes. A lounge bar will feature an additional 46
covers, while the intimate outdoor garden, dotted by plants such as Mediterranean olive
trees and Japanese sago palms, will seat a further 16 around zinc-topped tables.
Open for breakfast through to lunch and dinner, Bloomsbury Street Kitchen is set to be a
glamorous sunrise to sunset destination venue and the latest hotly anticipated addition to
the capital’s drinking and dining scene.

– Notes to Editors –
Bloomsbury Street Kitchen will open in August 2019 at 9-14 Bloomsbury Street, London WC1B 3QD.
Reservations can now be made on their website https://www.bloomsburystreetkitchen.co.uk/
To find out more and watch the launch film for Bloomsbury Street Kitchen, visit their social channels:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/bloomsburystreetkitchen
Twitter: www.twitter.com/BloomsStKitchen
Instagram: www.instagram.com/bloomsburystreetkitchen
About the Kitchens
Recognised for its unique take on the relaxed art of shared dining, The Kitchens brand comprises a
collection of restaurants that each showcase two distinctive cuisines in a beautiful, modern and
unassuming setting. The group includes London-based May Fair Kitchen, Monmouth Kitchen,
Leicester Square Kitchen and Peter Street Kitchen in Manchester. With the forthcoming addition of
Bloomsbury Street Kitchen in August 2019, the destination venues offer exquisite plates from a
carefully chosen combination of cuisines, including contemporary Spanish, Italian, Peruvian, Mexican
and Japanese.
Gathering a host of accolades, The Kitchens brand has most recently seen Peter Street Kitchen
awarded with Best Luxury Restaurant in the UK by the British Restaurant Awards in June 2019, while
Leicester Square Kitchen was notably featured in ‘Celebrity MasterChef’ in August 2018 and holds the
title of #1 ‘Best Peruvian in London’ by TripAdvisor.
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